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I. INTRODUCTIONThis case underscores a long-standing tug-of-war between the state of Wyoming and theU.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (Service).  Wyoming insists that the Service honor the state’swolf management plan and delist wolves from the Endangered Species Act (ESA).  The Servicedemurs, stating that elements of the plan fail to provide the long-term protection required by lawbefore delisting occurs. Wyoming refuses to change its plan, repeatedly puts forth the sameinadequate elements.  The Service repeatedly demurs, citing the same portions of the plan asunacceptable. This scenario is played out in letters, lawsuits, and Federal Register notices thatspan years. While Wyoming wins the tug-of-war in the state legislature and the press, Wyomingloses in court.  The Service need not sanction Wyoming’s plan simply because Wyoming tugsharder. The Service has discretion to set the bar high for delisting.  Here the Service hasconsistently concluded that elements of Wyoming’s plan –  the “shoot on sight” predatorclassification over most of the state and failure to properly define pack size – fail to provide anadequate regulatory mechanism to insure that wolves are protected after delisting.  The Service’srejection of the Wyoming plan is based on science and the agency’s considerable experiencewith wolf management.   Recovery and delisting are meaningless if the remaining managementplan leaves wolves vulnerable to same problems that led to listing.  The ESA’s purpose requiresthe Service to err on the side of species protection – no matter how hard Wyoming tugs.     While Wyoming derides the Service for obstinately refusing to recognize its plan,Wyoming is the obstinate party.  Wyoming could make relatively minor adjustments required bythe Service to render its plan acceptable.  Yet Wyoming clings to its plan, and in the processdelays the result it claims to pursue - removal of wolves from the ESA.  As the Court will seebelow, the Service’s rejection of the Wyoming plan is not arbitrary, but is a reasonable responseto a flawed approach to wolf delisting. 
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Citations here (AR) are to the Administrative Record filed by the Service, which includes both1the record from the first lawsuit, and subsequent documents pertaining to Wyoming’s 2005Petition that is at issue here. Locally, the extirpation of wolves was pursued with zeal. Settlers slaughtered “a minimum of2136 wolves, including about 80 pups” between 1914 and 1926 in the Yellowstone Region. WolfRecovery Plan at 1, 2004 AR 903. -4-

II.  STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION AND STATEMENT OF THE CASERespondent-Intervernors National Wildlife Federation and the Greater YellowstoneCoalition (Federation) accept Wyoming’s Statement of Jurisdiction and Statement of the Case.III. STATEMENT OF THE ISSUESWyoming has generally stated the proper issues presented for review. IV.  BACKGROUND AND STATEMENT OF FACTS A.  The Extirpation and Reintroduction of Gray Wolves. In pre-Columbian times, wolves thrived in virtually every corner of the continent, fromthe dry reaches of the southwestern United States, to the California foothills, and across thenorthern Rockies and Great Plains, colonizing every possible clime except high alpine mountaintops.  The gray wolf can live nearly anywhere there is adequate ungulate prey and moderatehuman-caused mortality, 2004 AR 16-17 , and “is the most widely distributed large carnivore in1the northern hemisphere.” 2004 AR 15.   But European settlement of North America createdconflicts both real and imagined between humans and wolves, and resulted in lethal efforts tocontrol and eradicate wolves. 68 Fed. Reg. 15,804, 15,805 (April 1, 2003), 2004 AR 822. The“few wolves” that tangled with livestock “created a climate of fear and hatred against allwolves.” 2004 AR 903.  Wolf extirpation under the guise of predator control was encouraged bygovernment. “Widespread persecution” led to the near extirpation of the species from the lower48 states:  “poisons, trapping, and shooting… resulted in extirpation of this once widespreadspecies from more than 95 percent of its range.” 2004 AR 822.   Succumbing to this extensive2persecution, “gray wolf populations were eliminated from Montana, Idaho, and Wyoming, aswell as adjacent southwestern Canada, by the 1930s.” 70 Fed. Reg. 1286, 1286 and 1294
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 The decision to reintroduce wolves was challenged by some agricultural organizations and a3few environmental groups. The agricultural organizations objected to any reintroductionprogram while the environmental groups attacked the experimental population designation. TheTenth Circuit rejected both claims. See Wyoming Farm Bureau et. al. v. Babbitt, 987 F.Supp.1349 (D. Wyo. 1997), rev’d and remanded by 199 F.3d 1224 (10  Cir. 2000).th
-5-

(January 6, 2005).  Unlike many game species imperiled by over-hunting and habitat loss,wolves were never protected under state law.  Wolves were exterminated because they werelabeled predators, and could be killed without regulation or concerns for dwindling numbers.       Wolves were among the first species protected under the 1973 Endangered Species Act.They were listed almost solely because of  “excessive persecution.” See 38 Fed. Reg. 14,678(June 4, 1973), and 2004 AR 54, 199. Because killing, or even harassing ESA-protected speciessubjects a person to serious civil and criminal penalties, listing under the ESA effectively endedwolves’ predator status. 16 U.S.C. § 1540 (a) and (b). The Service adopted a wolf recovery planin 1987, which included a recommendation for reintroduction if wolves did not naturally moveinto Yellowstone within five years. 2004 AR 899-900.  Reintroduction followed in 1995 and1996 in Yellowstone and Idaho. AR 832.  As a nod to state concerns, the reintroduced wolveswere designated  non-essential experimental populations in Wyoming and central Idaho. 16U.S.C. § 1539 (j). This designation allowed flexibility to respond to local concerns. Regulationsdeveloped for Wyoming’s wolves allowed managers to easily remove or kill wolves thatattacked livestock.   See 50 C.F.R. §§ 17.84(i)(3),(7), and (8).3Reintroduction was highly successful – no party here disputes that fact. Wolf populationsquickly exceeded original recovery goals. In 2003 the Service determined that recoveryobjectives had been met. 68 Fed. Reg. 15804 (April 1, 2003), 2004 AR 834-835.  The Servicethen began discussing delisting with Idaho, Montana and Wyoming; each state began the processof developing wolf management plans. B.  Delisting under the ESA.Under Section 4, the Service backs out of a listing determination the same way it goes in;any person may petition to remove a species protected by listed status. The Service evaluates
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The “Five Factors” for listing and delisting decisions are: (A) the present or threatened4destruction, modification, or curtailment of its habitat or range; (B) overutilization forcommercial, recreational, scientific, or educational purposes; (C) disease or predation; (D) theinadequacy of existing regulatory mechanisms; and (E) other natural or manmade factorsaffecting its continued existence. 
-6-

five factors to list or delist a species. 16 U.S.C. § 1533(a)(1).   One of those factors - the4presence (or lack) of adequate regulatory mechanisms, is the focus of this case. Even when aspecies meets the biological goals for recovery, the Service must be assured that all “FiveFactors” are met before delisting is proposed; otherwise delisting could be doomed to failure. 68Fed. Reg. 15881.Though communication over delisting commenced earlier, the Service formally beganwolf delisting by proposing to split the nation-wide wolf population into Western and EasternDistinct Population Segments (“DPS”).  68 Fed. Reg. 15879 (April 1, 2003) (2003 DPS Rule).Each DPS would proceed with its own delisting.  The Service “down-listed” gray wolves inthose DPSs from endangered to threatened status. Id at 15,804. In addition to designatingWestern and Eastern DPS, the 2003 DPS Rule provided notice to affected states that delistingwould proceed when affected states developed adequate regulatory mechanisms.  The delistingdetermination would be based upon an “evaluation of the future threats to the gray wolf in theWestern DPS, especially those…that would occur after removal [] of protections of the Act” and“based upon the wolf management plans and assurances of the States.” Id. at 15881.  Statemanagement plans weighed heavily in the delisting process as “indicators of attitudes and goals[] especially important in assessing the future of a species that was officially persecuted bygovernment agencies as recently as 40 years ago and still [] reviled by some members of thepublic.” Id. The Service’s 2003 DPS Rule to split wolves into two DPS was invalidated by twocourts because the new DPS designations violated the ESA and The Service’ own DPS policy. See Nat’l Wildlife Fed. v. Norton, 386 F. Supp. 2d 553 (D. Vt. 2005); Defenders of Wildlife v.
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 Montana and Idaho both presented plans which would manage wolves as other game animals 5according to a regulated hunt, and were deemed “adequate” by the Service in maintaining theirshare of a tri-state population. Wyoming’s Draft Plan concedes that their plan deviates from theIdaho and Montana management plans. 2004 AR 53.-7-

Secretary, U.S. Dep’t of the Interior, 354 F. Supp. 2d 1156 (D. Or. 2005).  However, those courtcases did not alter the ESA’s requirement of an adequate state regulatory plan prior to delisting,nor did they halt efforts in the Northern Rockies to develop such plans. While Montana andIdaho promptly developed acceptable state plans, Wyoming did not. Consequently, the Servicehas never proposed formal delisting of the entire Western DPS.  C. The Wyoming Wolf Plan - Round One.From the outset Wyoming pledged, along with Montana and Idaho, that the success “of awolf management program is predicated upon a unified, regional approach to managing aregional wolf population and that such a regional approach will entail coordination andcollaboration among the signatories and the respective fish and wildlife agencies.”  2004 AR 1. 5Wyoming charted its own course from the beginning, insistent upon maintaining wolves aspredators to be shot on sight in much of the state.  Unlike Montana and Idaho, Wyomingembarked on a “dual classification” system, labeling wolves as either predators or trophy gameanimals depending on their location.  The predator classification covered over 90% of Wyomingand allowed unregulated killing. In Yellowstone and Grand Teton National Parks and remotefederal Wilderness, wolves were classified as trophy game animals, and could not be killedwithout a hunting license, like other game animals.  The trophy game classification in NationalParks is legally meaningless, because no hunting occurs in National Parks. As discussed below, the Service consistently expressed concern over the dualclassification.  Predator designation allowed unregulated killing. A wolf pack’s legal status couldchange daily, as packs naturally migrate from Yellowstone where they are protected to otherlands where they are labeled predators.  The Service has long recognized that human persecutionof wolves was the primary reason wolves received federal protection. See 70 Fed. Reg.1294.
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 Recovered status requires that wolves are distributed throughout Wyoming, Idaho, and6Montana to help maintain demographic and genetic diversity. See 2004 AR 34. -8-

2004 AR 343, and 2004 AR 54.  Yet from the outset Wyoming insisted on the predator label.Thus began the tug-of-war between Wyoming and the Service over the adequacy of theWyoming Plan.Wyoming began its effort to delist before the 2003 DPS Rule.  In response to Wyoming’s inquiry, in 2002 the Service informed Wyoming that the Service would propose todelist only when they could “be assured that State management of wolves by Montana, Idaho,and Wyoming will prevent human-caused mortality from reducing the wolf population so itbecomes threatened or endangered again.” 2004 AR 25.  To the question, “Does Wyoming needto change the [predator] status of wolves,” the Service responded simply: “Yes.” 2004 AR 26.And, the Service emphasized that Wyoming must protect the wolf under trophy game status inan area larger than Yellowstone National Park if they were going to provide the “roughly one-third contribution to the overall recovery objective.”  2004 AR 36. In other words, Wyoming6must regulate human-caused mortality outside of National Parks and Wilderness areas. Forging ahead, Wyoming again asked the Service in September 2002 for its perspectiveon their proposed dual-status law.  Service Director Williams responded that Wyoming’s dualclassification law would not provide adequate regulatory mechanisms to “provide the assurancenecessary to meet the Endangered Species Act requirements for delisting.” 2004 AR 27. Again,the Service mentioned that Wyoming law must “provide the legal authority to protect wolvesfrom unregulated, human-caused mortality.” 2004 AR 27. The Service advised that the dual-status classification providing for regulated hunting only within the National Parks (where nohunting is allowed) and wilderness would likely not provide an area large enough to maintain thewolf population. 2004 AR 28.Service Director Steve Williams explained the need to regulate human-caused mortalityto maintain populations: “[E]lk typically migrate long distances outside of Yellowstone NationalPark and wolf packs will occasionally follow them. Wolves will need legal protection from
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-9-

unregulated human mortalities under State law in an area at least as extensive as they currentlyoccupy to maintain the population above recovery levels.” 2004 AR 28. This could potentiallyact as a wolf “sink” where wolves are drawn into the unoccupied areas in exploring newterritory, and then shot. 2004 AR 43.  The Service also interpreted Wyoming’s dual-statusclassification as an attempt to restrict wolf populations to federal National Parks and WildernessAreas: “By attempting to maintain a wolf population in a very restricted area, Wyoming wouldinadvertently be concentrating wolf predation on a few wild ungulate herds, certain livestockproducers, and limiting the State’s ability and options to manage wolves on a case-by-casebasis.” 2004 AR 30. Wyoming stubbornly continued developing a state management plan basedon the dual-status classification. In response to a Draft Wyoming Gray Wolf Management Plansubmitted in November of 2002, the Service concluded, “Wyoming law and wolf managementas recommended by this draft management plan would not allow for delisting of wolves to beproposed.” 2004 AR 53. To maintain a tri-state metapopulation, some wolf packs must be able tolive outside of Yellowstone National Park. 2004 AR 53. The Service noted that the “biologicalfacts appeared to be ignored by the document’s management recommendations.” 2004 AR 53(emphasis added). Because “wolf populations disappeared because of unlimited human-causedmortality,” maintaining predator status throughout most of the state could cause wolves tobecome threatened or endangered again. 2004 AR 68.The dual-status classification presented severe regulatory/enforcement obstacles. Wolfterritories are not static; wolves range to follow prey, explore, or expand their territory. 2004 AR54-55.  The legal status of a given pack could change daily, as wolves roamed from YellowstoneNational Park to adjacent National Forests in search of big game. Allowing “Park” wolves to beshot as soon as they cross over a man-made boundary with no biological basis is not adequateprotection. 2004 AR 55. The large home range size of “large carnivores [such as wolves] makesthem particularly vulnerable to extinction, even inside of protected areas if they are persecutedoutside of those protected areas.” 2004 AR 56.  
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 Wyoming law groups wolves with coyotes, jackrabbits, porcupines, raccoons, skunks and stray7 cats under the predatory animal classification. See Wyo. Stat. Ann. § 23-1-101(a)(viii)(A). -10-

Nonetheless, Wyoming remained “confused” over the “adequate regulatory mechanisms”requirement.  In 2003 the Wyoming Congressional delegation requested “clear guidance” onwhat is an adequate regulatory mechanism, implying that the Wyoming Legislature would makethe needed adjustments. 2004 AR 245.  The Service responded on February 14, 2003 that“management authority was needed “to provide protections for wolves beyond National Parksand National Forest Wilderness Areas.” 2004 AR 242.  This letter was followed by a companionletter to Governor of Wyoming Dave Freudenthal on February 21, 2003. The Service suggestedthat “regulated State harvest programs, such as used by Wyoming Game and Fish to manageother large predators, such as mountain lions and black bears, can easily control wolfpopulations and yet satisfy requirements for delisting the wolf.” 2004 AR 254.In 2003 Wyoming enacted its dual classification plan (Wyoming Plan) into state law.This law contained the “dual-status classification,” where a wolf could be a trophy game animalone day and a predator the next, depending on its location. In limited areas (National Parks andWilderness) wolves were “trophy game” animal, and thus managed according to a regulated huntlike elk or black bears. However, once a wolf drifted past this “predator” boundary, it would nolonger be afforded any protection and subject to unregulated kill. See Wyo. Stat. Ann. § 23-1-101(a)(v)(iii) and (xi)(B)(I & II). Under predator classification, wolves would be subject to take“without a license in any manner and at any time,” except in the limited trophy game areas. 7Wyo. Stat. Ann. § 23-3-103 (referred to as the Wyoming Law).The Service reiterated their concern with “predator classification” as well as theambiguity of Wyo. Stat. Ann. § 23-1-304(b) calling for the Game and Fish Commission tomanage for “at least seven (7) packs of gray wolves located in this state and primarily outside ofYellowstone National Park, Grand Teton National Park and John D. Rockefeller, Jr. MemorialParkway or at least fifteen (15) packs within this state, including Yellowstone National Park,Grand Teton National Park and John D. Rockefeller, Jr. Memorial Parkway as of the end of the
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preceding calendar quarter.” The Service was concerned that the number of packs which wouldbe maintained under state law was ambiguous, and recommended that the law clearly called formaintaining a total of 15 packs, with at least eight outside the Park. 2004 AR 293.  Wyomingadmitted that the law was “susceptible to more than one reading,” and the Governor requested alegal opinion from the Attorney General regarding the Wyoming Law. 2004 AR 200, 289, &294.  Wyoming responded to the Service’s concerns and defended its plan to manage for a totalof 15 packs, regardless of “whether inside or outside of the national parks and parkway.” 2004AR 289. The Service continued to emphasize that wolves should be managed like other gamepopulations, with regulated hunting and public harvest, and not under predator status. On May14, 2003, the Service advised Wyoming to provide assurance that the number of packs would bemaintained above recovery levels. 2004 AR 292. The Service also reiterated their concern that“one interpretation of the recent legislation could allow all of those [15] packs to be maintainedwithin Yellowstone and Grand Teton National Parks.” 2004 AR 293.  The Service concluded: “aswe have repeatedly stated, and continue to believe, that only protecting wolves from unregulatedhuman-caused mortality in this small area will not provide adequate assurances that the wolfpopulation in the Greater Yellowstone area will not decline to the point where it becomesthreatened again.”  Id.   Wyoming clung to its Plan, and submitted it for final approval to the Service. EdwardBangs, Wolf Recovery Coordinator for the Western DPS, advised “Wyoming to re-considerhaving wolves listed as predatory animals anywhere in Wyoming…that designation may spoilour mutual desire to successfully delist the wolf population and maintain a recoveredpopulation.” 2004 AR 343.  He suggested retreating from the boundary line scheme, whichwould result in “endless flip-flopping, and widespread public confusion.” 2004 AR 345. Mr.Bangs also reminded Wyoming that “wolves became extirpated almost solely because ofunregulated excessive human-caused mortality.” 2004 AR 343. Caution is necessary because thelargest mortality factors facing adult wolves (illegal actions, disease, nutritional stress, accidents,
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and private and agency control of problem wolves) will exist even under a trophy game animalclassification. 2004 AR 347. The “predator” issue alone could derail the listing process, as itinfers that “wolves should be eliminated and not maintained as a recovered population.” 2004AR 347. Mr. Bangs provided additional reasons on the inadequacy of a dual-status classification:“all wolf packs in Wyoming outside of Yellowstone National Park, and at least 3 packs in thepark, would have at least part of their home range designated in predatory animal status until thetrigger was tripped to a larger trophy game designation.” 2004 AR 363. Again, dual-status isunacceptable as the major causes of wolf death (illegal killing and agency control) would not bereduced by trophy game status.  Id.  Mr. Bangs also noted that no other state with wolves hastaken such an extreme approach to classifying wolves as predatory animals subject tounregulated take. 2004 AR 347.The Service also submitted the Wyoming plan to a group of esteemed scientists andwildlife managers for peer review.  Many of these outside experts expressed the same concernsdiscussed above. See 2004 AR 446, 461, 476, & 478.  For example, the Wolf Control andDepredation expert for the U.S. Department of Agriculture commented: “I have some concern about how the Department can simultaneouslymanage for the required 7 packs outside the National Parks and Parkwaywhile also potentially allowing a public harvest quota on some of thesesame packs in the trophy game animal area. While ‘thinning’ of some ofthese packs may not affect their continued existence, it could have aneffect on their status as a ‘breeding pack.’” 2004 AR 446.
Mark McNay, Biologist for the Alaska Department of Fish and Game, commented thatthe Wyoming plan could manage only near the minimum recovery population level. 2004 AR457. Recognizing the history of persecution, McNay noted the “primary challenge for all threestates will be maintaining human tolerance of wolves in rural areas[.]” 2004 AR 458.Dr. Kyran Kunkel of Montana State University found the moving boundary line was the“crux of the plan,” yet “confusing and difficult to enforce.” 2004 AR 461. Dr. Daniel Pletscher ofthe University of Montana recommended “game status over a broader area.” 2004 AR 466.
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 Montana and Idaho never entered the legal fray. the Service followed through on its promise to8let  states with acceptable management plans control local populations. Interior Secretary Nortonannounced on January 3, 2005, that Idaho and Montana, with Service-approved wolfmanagement plans would largely manage state wolf populations. 70 Fed. Reg. 1286 (January 6,2005). -13-

According to Dr. Pletscher, “wolf packs are dynamic everywhere, but especially where they arehighly controversial. Boundaries where wolves are managed as a game animal may have to beshifted quite often. This will be painfully controversial each time it occurs.” Id.  And AdrianWydeven, Lead Wolf Biologist for the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources found thatthe Wyoming Plan “seems like an extreme form of wolf management.”  2004 AR 476.(emphasis added). Peer reviewers were concerned for the extent of the region in Wyoming whichwould remain open to unregulated harvest of wolves, questioning whether Yellowstone wolvescould disperse to other populations in the Rockies. See 2004 AR 457 (“Management at minimumpopulation size and pack numbers may also raise concerns about connectivity and geneticdiversity of the recovered wolf population.”); 2004 AR 472 (“Wyoming Plan seems to limit thepotential for wolves to colonize other areas of suitable wolf habitat further to the south.”).In January 2004, the Service again advised Wyoming that its Plan was unacceptable anddelisting could not occur until the plan changed.  The Service reiterated that: (1) “[t]he‘predatory animal’ status for wolves must be changed” because “[t]he unregulated harvest,inadequate monitoring plan, and unit boundaries proposed by the state’s management plan donot provide sufficient management controls to assure the Service that the wolf population willremain above recovery levels;” (2) “[t]he Wyoming state law must clearly commit to managingfor at least 15 wolf packs in Wyoming;” and (3) “[t]he Wyoming definition of a pack must beconsistent among the three states and should be biologically based” to insure the inclusion of “atleast one breeding pair.”  2004 AR 505-506. Wyoming, along with Plaintiff-Intervenors Park County and the “Wolf Coalition”(collectively, “Petitioners”) then sued.   Though no final administrative action had been taken8with respect to delisting, Wyoming asked this Court to compel delisting.  This Court determined
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Wyoming asserts here that this Court must accept without question the Attorney General’s9representation that the Wyoming wolf law can be implemented to achieve the Service’srequirements. Wyoming Brf. at 24.   The Service is not required to accept carte blanche theA.G.’s opinion, when the ESA (which has preempted the field of endangered speciesmanagement) requires the Service to make an independent assessment of the adequacy of thestate’s regulatory mechanism.  As well, the fact that the A.G. is now relying on his own opinionas “proof” that this lawsuit must be decided in the A.G.’s favor undercuts the independentvalidity of that opinion.  -14-

it lacked jurisdiction under the APA to mandate the Service to approve the Wyoming Plan.  SeeWyoming v. U.S. Dept. of Interior, 360 F. Supp. 2d 1214 (D. Wyo. 2005), aff’d, 442 F.3d 1262(10th Cir. 2006). D.  Wyoming Wolf Plan - Round IIRecognizing its folly of trying to compel a delisting without using the petition processrequired by Section 4 of the ESA, Wyoming petitioned to delist while its lawsuit was pending inthis Court.  The Service commenced a status review. 16 U.S.C. § 1533(b)(3)(A).   Wyoming didnot alter any aspect of its 2003 Plan. The Service’s position regarding the 2003 Wyoming Plandid not change. But the record demonstrates the Service took another look at the Wyoming Plan,and make a reasoned rejection of the Plan. Ed Bangs, Wolf Recovery Coordinator provided a detailed Briefing Paper to theRegional Director in June, 2006.   AR 15543-15571.  The Briefing Paper provides detailedanalysis of Wyoming’s Petition.  Bangs refutes Wyoming’s claim that wolves are an economicdetriment by showing that Wyoming ignored the twenty million dollar per year boost from wolfwatching in Yellowstone. AR 15549.  Bangs notes on-going problems with interpretation of thelanguage of Wyoming’s 2003 wolf statutes.   Bangs addresses Wyoming’s previous arguments9that the peer reviews mandate delisting, by noting that not only did the peer reviews not providea ringing endorsement of Wyoming’s Plan, that conditions have changed since 2003, especiallythe significant population decline in 2005. AR 15559. Bangs addresses at length the problemswith the dual status classification.  The predator status is biologically indefensible from arecovery standpoint. AR 15565 citing Carroll et al 2006; Oakleaf et al 2006.  The administrative
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problems of wolves migrating from predator to trophy-game areas are also discussed. AR 15568. While Wyoming vehemently disagrees with Bangs’ conclusions, Wyoming cannot inform thisCourt that the Service did not consider its 2005 Petition in detail. See also AR 15608; 15586-15593. On August 1, 2006, after first conducting a status review the Service issued its 12-monthfinding on Wyoming’s petition.  AR 17763-17785 (71 Fed. Reg. 43,410-43,432). Because of theearlier Oregon and Vermont litigation over DPS designation, the Service postponedidentification of the Northern Rockies DPS.  AR 17769-70. The Service then concluded thatdelisting is not warranted because the Wyoming plan fails to provide an adequate regulatorymechanism to maintain a viable Northern Rockies gray wolf population for the foreseeablefuture.  Id. at 17783. The same inadequacies that have been at the heart of Wyoming’s tug-of-war – predator status across most of its range and lack of adequate pack size – provided theprinciple basis for the rejection of Wyoming’s Petition.  Predator status and the correspondingunregulated killing of wolves under the Wyoming Plan could “reduce population levels to apoint at which wolves in the [Northern Rockies] are, within the foreseeable future, likely tobecome in danger of extinction throughout a significant portion of the range.” Id.E. Post-Lawsuit Events.Despite its rejection of Wyoming’s Petition, on February 8, 2007, the Service proposed todesignate a Northern Rocky Mountain gray wolf DPS and delist, subject to conditions.  72 Fed.Reg. 6,106-6,139 (Feb. 8, 2007).  In the proposed rule, the Service stated that, “[i]n order tofinalize this rule as proposed, Wyoming would have to adopt a State law and wolf managementplan that would adequately conserve a recovered wolf population into the foreseeable future inthe significant portion of range outside the National Parks in northwestern Wyoming.”  72 Fed.Reg. 6117.   Absent an adequate Wyoming plan, the Service intends to delist the DPS in Idaho,Montana, Washington, Oregon and Utah, and part of Wyoming that deems an significant portionof the Northern Rocky Mountain wolf’s range.  Id.  However, “[t]he significant portion of therange that exists outside the National Parks within the State of Wyoming would continue as a
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  See § 23-1-304(e) (“Notwithstanding other provisions of [title 23] … the department shall10manage the gray wolf population as necessary to ensure the long-term health and viability of anybig game animal herd that is being threatened in this state.”). -16-

Section 10 (j)  ‘nonessential experimental population’ because those lands are critical for wolfrecover, and because of the “continuing unacceptable level of threats that occur under the State’scurrent statute and management plan.”  Id.  In essence, the Service would delist the areascovered by Montana and Idaho plans, and National Parks, where wolves are protected regardlessof what Wyoming does. The Service reiterated its concerns with the Wyoming Plan. The Service also“determined that human-caused mortality associated with Wyoming's current managementstrategy for treating delisted wolves as ``predatory animals'' would exceed sustainable levels ifthe species were delisted in the State.” Id. at 6122.  The dual classification had numerous flaws.Wolves in other portions of the State would alternate back-and-forth between “trophy game” and“predatory animal” status based on oscillating population numbers.” Id. at 6128.  The lands thatWyoming was willing to protect were insufficient for long-term wolf recovery because “[A]large portion of the area permanently designated as “trophy game'' actually has little to no valueto wolf packs because it is not suitable habitat for wolves and, thus, is rarely used.” Id. 6129.Wyoming enacted House Bill No. 213 in 2007.  H.B. 213, 59th Leg., Gen. Sess. (Wyo.2007), eliminating predator status on additional lands in northwestern Wyoming, though wolvesremained predators throughout most of the state. Id. §§ 11-6-302(a)(ix), 23-1-101(a)(viii)(B). Wyoming also addressed the pack size issue as requested by the Service, defining a pack toinclude “an adult male and an adult female gray wolf raising at least two (2) pups of the yearuntil December 31.”  Id. § 23-1-304 (c).  The legislation requires Wyoming  to protect sevenbreeding pairs from hunting, but fails to fully protect a baseline population size and appears toallow the state vast latitude to “protect” big game species from the “threat” of depredatingwolves.  Moreover, the new law is effective only if Wyoming loses or settles the present10lawsuit.  H.B. 213 §29(c).  This new legislation is not at issue in this lawsuit, and is not part of
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-17-

the record upon which the Service denied the Wyoming Petition to delist. Finally, on July 9,2007, the Service sent Wyoming a letter formally denying its 10 (j) Petition, thus mooting outWyoming’s “failure to act” claim regarding that Petition.  V.  STANDARD OF REVIEWJudicial review of agency actions under the APA is premised under the deferentialarbitrary and capricious standard. Holy Cross Wilderness Fund v. Madigan, 960 F. 2d 1515,1524 (10  Cir. 1990).  That standard is narrow.  “In making the factual inquiry concerningthwhether an agency decision was “arbitrary or capricious,” the reviewing court “must considerwhether the decision was based on a consideration of the relevant factors and whether there hasbeen a clear error of judgment.” This inquiry must be “searching and careful,” but “'the ultimatestandard of review is a narrow one.” When scientific matters are disputed – i.e. a debate aboutwhat constitutes the best science –  the Service’s discretion is broad: “[W]hen specialists expressconflicting views, an agency must have discretion to rely on the reasonable opinions of its ownqualified experts even if, as an original matter, a court might find contrary views morepersuasive.”  Marsh v. Oregon Natural Resources Council, 490 U.S. 360, 377 (1989).  Where the Service errs on the side of species protection, courts should be reluctant tooverturn such protections.  "The plain intent of Congress in enacting this statute [ESA] was tohalt and reverse the trend toward species extinction, whatever the cost." Tennessee ValleyAuthority v. Hill, 437 U.S. 153, 184 (1978) (emphasis added).VI. SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT   The Service’s rejection of Wyoming’s Petition was not arbitrary.  Wyoming still clings toits dual status classification scheme and definition of pack size.  The Service has stated for yearsthat these aspects of the Wyoming Plan render it inadequate.  Predator status led to wolves’demise. Maintaining that status over vast portions of Wyoming, and trying to implement acomplex, ever-shifting scheme aimed at minimizing the areas where wolves are protected isunreasonable.  No other state has advanced such a scheme.  The Service’s rejection is basedupon scientific evidence and its years of managing wolves in Wyoming. The Service knows it is
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folly to approve a delisting plan that will lead to an effort to re-list the species. Recovery anddelisting under the ESA are not a race to the bottom.  The purpose and structure of the ESA givethe Service ample authority to set the delisting standard high. The deferential standard of reviewunder the APA further sanctions the Service’s rejection of the Wyoming Petition, becauseWyoming and other Petitioners ask this Court to substitute its judgment for the Service, relyingat best on scattered and conflicting bits of the record to support its claims.  VIII. ARGUMENTThis case does not involve the misapplication of the ESA, or its implementingregulations. See e.g. New Mexico Cattle Growers Assoc et al v. U.S.  Fish and Wildlife Service,248 F.3d 1167 (10  Cir. 2001) (invalidating critical habitat designation based on the Service’sthmisinterpretation of the applicable law). Nor can Plaintiffs allege that the record is devoid ofjustification for the rejection of the Wyoming petition. See e.g. Northern Spotted Owl v Hodel,716 F. Supp. 479, 482 (W.D. Wa 1988) (Overturning decision where the “Service's documentsalso lack any expert analysis supporting its conclusion. Rather, the expert opinion is entirely tothe contrary.”)  Instead this case presents a classic arbitrary and capricious challenge – did theService have a reasonable basis to deny Wyoming’s petition?   Wyoming and the Intervenorsargue that under the APA, the Service failed to provide a “reasonable” basis for its rejection ofthe Wyoming Petition. See e.g. Wyoming Brf. at 18 (“The Service’s analysis of the adequateregulatory mechanism factor is unreasonable in at least three respects.”)  Wyoming cannot win under the arbitrary and capricious standard.  Wyoming makessweeping assertions that “the Service has cited no legitimate scientific evidence” in rejecting theWyoming Plan. Wyoming Brf. at 13.   That statement is false. The record contains ampleevidence supporting denial of the petition. The record does contain statements wherein Serviceofficials supported some aspects of the Wyoming Plan.  It is also true that some  peer reviewersaccepted the Wyoming Plan, though acceptance was in the context of Montana’s and Idaho’splans that did not allow unregulated killing of wolves.  But equally true that the record containsample evidence that the Service found the Wyoming Plan was an inadequate regulatory
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mechanism.  That Wyoming cites conflicting evidence from the record is not determinative. Under the arbitrary and capricious standard, the Tenth Circuit grants agencies substantialdeference and discretion in making scientific determinations. See Holy Cross Wilderness Fund v.Madigan, 960 F.2d 1515, (10  Cir. 1992) (“When specialists express conflicting views, anthagency must have discretion to rely on the reasonable opinions of its own qualified experts evenif, as an original matter, a court might find contrary views more persuasive.”). A.  The Service Properly Concluded that the Wyoming Plan Provides anInadequate Regulatory Mechanism to Protect Wolves.The parties agree that the Service must consider the “Five Factors” in 16 U.S.C. 1533 §(a) (1) for delisting decisions. The Service’s evaluation of the Five Factors is informed by the“best scientific and commercial data available.”  Id. The only relevant factor is the adequacy ofexisting regulatory mechanism. 16 U.S.C. 1533 (a) (1) (D).  The regulatory mechanism at issueis the Wyoming Plan as embodied in the 2003 Wyoming’s Law.    The Petitioners begin their argument with a faulty legal premise.  Wyoming argues thatunder the “best available science” requirement, the adequacy of the existing regulatory structurefor a species is viewed only through a scientific lens: “the unambiguous language of the ESAprecludes the Service from questioning whether the plan can be implemented in the context of itsevaluation of the adequate regulatory mechanism factor.” Wyoming Brf. at 25. Such a readingdistorts how the Service must assess the efficacy of regulatory mechanisms designed to replacethe strong mandate of the ESA.  The Service must have full authority to consider if a regulatorymechanism can be legally and administratively implemented.  If Wyoming’s interpretation iscorrect, then state’s could adopt regulatory mechanisms that are biologically sound but legallyworthless.   Such mechanisms cannot be considered adequate, or even regulatory.   Courts traditionally view the phrase “regulatory mechanisms” to embrace state fish andgame laws.  Whether or not those laws, as they are enforced, protect species becomes the focalpoint for evaluating this factor.  See e.g. Friends of the Wild Swan v. U. S. Fish and WildlifeService, 12 F. Supp. 2d 1121, 1130 (D. Or. 1998) (“Though lack of Canadian regulations andenforcement was cited as a major bull trout status issue..., the 1994 administrative record
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indicates that angling restrictions are in place and anglers are encouraged to protect bull trout.”). The Service’s failure to evaluate the effectiveness of state laws as part of determining theadequacy of existing regulations would render a listing decision arbitrary. Defenders of Wildlifev. Babbitt, 957 F. Supp 670, 684 (D. D.C. 1997) (Service failed to examine effectiveness of statetrapping laws and international treaties in rejecting petition to list lynx.)  The effectiveness of theWyoming plan is contingent upon enforcement of the state laws upon which it is based.  ForWyoming to now contend that “the Service has no legal authority under the ESA to rely onconcerns about the legal implementation of the Wyoming Plan” contravenes the ESA’srequirement to assess the adequacy of state regulations before delisting.  Wyoming Brf. at 33.     The Service must assess both the science underlying the Wyoming Plan and theadministrative realities of enforcing it.  The record is replete with evidence that the Service fullyaired the regulatory mechanism factor, and reasonably found the Wyoming Plan inadequate. 1. The record supports the Service’s rejection of the dual-status classification scheme that Wyoming has clung to, despite repeated criticism.Human-caused mortality poses the single greatest threat to wolves in the NorthernRockies.  2004 AR 23, 54, 68.  The classification of wolves as predators led to their nearextinction.  It is reasonable for the Service to require Wyoming to eliminate or minimize the predator status that is the basis for the Service’s objections to the dual classification system. Montana and Idaho reject such a label. As the Service found, Wyoming law allows that predators“may be taken by anyone, anywhere in the predatory animal area, at any time, without limit, andby any means” (including, among other things, “bounties and wolf-killing contests; locating andkilling pups in dens …; [and] aerial gunning”).  AR 17781 (71 Fed. Reg. 43,428).  And whileWyoming argues exhaustively about the need to base delisting decisions on the best availablescience, Wyoming has offered little scientific or biological support for predator classification.  Wyoming does not cite a single scientific study that demonstrates that predator classification is asound, biologically superior way to manage wolves.  History teaches otherwise. The record demonstrates the Service’s repeated concern over the dual classification. Seee.g. 2004 AR 24 (Service letter of July 16, 2002); 2004 AR 29 (Service Director Williams letter
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of September 26, 2002); 2004 AR 499 (Service Director Williams letter of February 14, 2003 toWyoming Senators regarding adequate regulatory mechanism); 2004 AR 343-348 (Letter of July2, 2003 from Wolf Recovery Coordinator Ed Bangs to Wyoming Dept. of Fish and Gameregarding inadequacies in Wyoming Plan). The same concerns were expressed in rejecting theWyoming Petition, which changed none of the inadequacies of the Wyoming Plan. In 2006 theService concluded  “(W)e determined that problems with the Wyoming legislation and plan, andinconsistencies between the law and management plan did not allow us to approve Wyoming'sapproach to wolf management.” 72 Fed. Reg. 6111; see also AR 90096 Park County’s claims that unregulated killing in areas where wolves are predators would “result in no different results for wolves on the ground” than current ESA-based management isunfounded.  Park County Brf. at 9. Park County, like Wyoming, fails to acknowledge thescientific reality that wolves, labeled as predators, were driven to extinction, while wolvesprotected by the ESA (which even allowed a regulated take) continue to thrive. Even if wolves could be delisted but still are classified as predators in part of Wyoming,the trophy game areas in National Parks and adjacent wilderness areas alone are insufficient toovercome unregulated human killing in predator areas. The record supports this conclusion.  See2004 AR at 24, 29, 55, 57-67.  Yellowstone’s wolves don’t remain in Park, especially in winter,and don’t often use the adjacent wilderness designated as “trophy game” areas.  AR 17781 (71Fed. Reg. at 43,428). “Wolves packs in Wyoming have almost no use of the adjacent WildernessAreas outside of the GYA Park Units because those areas’ high elevation, deep snows, and lowproductivity renders them unsuitable for wolves”; AR 15561; see also AR 90096 (2003 BriefingPaper criticizing Wyoming Plan for same reasons). Even Wyoming notes that “90% of the homerange area of wolf packs living outside the National Parks and Parkway in Wyoming is not inthese trophy game wilderness areas.”  2004 AR 214.While Wyoming derides the Service’s reliance on the maps prepared by Dr. MikeJiminez, the Service employee with years of field experience managing and controllingWyoming’s wolves, Wyoming Brf. at 20, the maps depicting current pack areas is the most
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current field data.  Current data has value.  The maps were a direct response to Wyoming’sallegations that the high mountain wilderness areas where Wyoming was labeling wolves astrophy game animals provided suitable habitat.  Dr. Jiminez’s maps, based on actual field data,show that wolves do not rely much on the Wilderness areas.  AR 17781. The record supports the Service’s concern that the dual-status classification created anadministrative nightmare.  The best available science proves that wolves are highly migratory,and vacillate between areas where they would be predators and trophy game animals. The dual-status boundaries follow administratively-designated units and not biologically based homeranges.  The resulting management scheme creates “real potential for flipping back and forthbetween predatory animal status and trophy game status” and would undermine Wyoming’sability to effectively control wolf mortality.   AR 17781 (71 Fed. Reg. at 43,428).  As the Serviceexplained, “[a] situation could develop whereby every time a new pack is discovered or a pack islost to telemetry monitoring or killed, the trigger could theoretically flip back and forth withindays.”  Id. at 90169.  Such a program “would be nearly impossible to administer and enforce.”  AR 17781 (71 Fed. Reg. at 43,428).  The Service concluded:  “[t]he uncertainty caused bychanging back and forth with the 7-pack trigger w[ould] lead to an ineffective, expensive,controversial, and confusing monitoring and management program and would result in a host ofenforcement and public information conflicts.”   AR 90169.  2.  The record supports the Service’s concerns over Wyoming’s definition of pack size.Wyoming, Park County and the Wolf Coalition also criticize the Service’s failure toaccept the Wyoming Plan’s definition of pack size.  Wyoming adopted a definition of “pack”that could significantly inflate the apparent number of breeding pairs in the state’s population. The legislature defined “pack” as “5 or more gray wolves traveling together.”  Wyo. Stat. § 23-3-304 (c). The Service has criticized Wyoming’s definition of pack size from the outset.  2004AR 343-348.  This definition could apply to “a female with 4 newborn pups, not a breeding pair”or even five orphaned pups.   AR 90169;  AR 17781 (71 Fed. Reg. at 43,428).  Based on the
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Service’s extensive experience, wolves traveling together have only 56% probability ofcontaining a breeding pair.  AR 17781-82 (71 Fed. Reg. at 43,428-29).Petitioners argue the Service has inconsistently stated the required definition of pack sizefor recovery and delisting.  See e.g. Wyoming Brf. at 41-42; Wolf Coalition Brf. at 37-39.  But itis Wyoming that has failed to provide legitimate scientific basis for the definition of pack size inthe Wyoming Plan.  The Service’s position has been consistent. See e.g. 2004 AR 300 ( “until theanalysis was completed,” the Service refused to accept Wyoming’s definition of pack size).  TheService informed Wyoming that a proper definition of pack size must include reference to thenumber of animals traveling together in winter (to avoid counting pups that may not survive) andshould include breeding pairs. AR 12077; see also AR 15563-4.   The Service revisited the pack size issue again after Wyoming submitted its petition. InMay 2006, the Service and Wyoming addressed the best methods for estimating breeding pairs. AR 14301-14312.  David Ausband, from the University of Montana, developed a new regressionmodel for estimating breeding pairs in relation to pack size. He discredits a linear regressionmodel previously utilized by both Wyoming and the Service to correlate pack size with breedingpair numbers.   AR 16083-16095.  Mr. Ausband’s research addressed concerns about theaccuracy of the linear regression model.  AR 16100.  Mr. Ausband discovered that the linearregression model was mathematically incorrect and greatly overestimated wolf breeding pairs inWyoming, because the relationship is logistic (Ausband 2006).  Wyoming data show that groupsof 5 wolves traveling together in winter only have a 0.56 probability of having a breeding pair inWyoming (Ausband 2006).  Wyoming attacks  Mr. Ausband’s model, and argues that its linearregression model is proper.  Wyoming Brf. at 19, 36.   The debate over which regression model to use to correlate pack size and breeding pairsis precisely the type of technical scientific debate that this Court should be hesitant to adjudicate. While the ESA certainly does require the “best available science,” Wyoming has not shown thatthe Service’s reliance on Mr. Ausband’s model is arbitrary, only that it prefers a different
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regression model.  Mr. Ausband’s work represents the most current attempt to address a complexissue.  It is the best available information because it is based on current Wyoming data. 3. The Service can legitimately question the adequacy of the Wyoming Law as written.Yet another concern pertains to whether the plain language of the Wyoming Law aswritten will even allow the state to implement the Wyoming Plan.  The Attorney Generalrecognizes that there is an inconsistency in the plain language of the Wyoming Law, and themanner in which Wyoming asserts it will implement the law in the Plan.  The Attorney Generalopined that the Wyoming Fish and Game Commission could interpret the law in a manner thatpromotes delisting, notwithstanding the plain language of the law.  The Service analyzed thedifferences between the Wyoming Law and Wyoming Plan, and determined that it had concernsabout these differences, which in turned weighed upon the inadequacy of Wyoming’s regulatoryscheme. AR 15557-8. It should be noted that the Service has repeatedly advised that “Wyoming should committo manage for at least 15 packs in Wyoming AND maintain at least 7 of those packs outside theNational Parks in Wyoming.”  AR 90167 (emphasis in original). See also 2004 AR 344, 348, 499. The Wyoming Plan includes such a provision. But the Wyoming Law contradicts the Plan. Under the Law, the Commission is required to maintain the original trophy game boundary ifthere are at least 7 wolf packs in Wyoming primarily outside of the national parks or 15 wolfpacks in Wyoming total. Wyo. Stat. § 23-1-304 (b)(ii).  If Yellowstone National Park support 15packs, then the Fish and Game Commission could not adopt measures restricting wolf killingoutside of parks and wilderness areas. If the number of packs in Yellowstone fell below 8, theCommission couldn’t protect more than 7 packs outside the parks to ensure 15 packs overall. The Service properly concluded there is “very specific wording in the Wyoming state law that[is] in direct conflict with many portions of the state plan.”  Under the Wyoming Law the state“cannot commit to maintaining the 15 and 7 pack goal.” AR  90169. The Service reiterated thesame finding in rejecting the Wyoming Petition.  AR 17782 (71 Fed. Reg. at 43429).  TheAttorney General cannot annul the Wyoming Law’s plain terms. While the Attorney General
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demands that the Service (and this Court) accede to his interpretation that the Commission couldignore the law and instead implement “legislative intent,” basic rules of statutory constructiondeem otherwise.  4.  The rejection of the Wyoming Plan based on the Service’s legitimate concerns was not arbitrary.At best Wyoming, Park County and the Wolf Coalition show that the record containssome evidence that some persons believed on some occasions that the Wyoming Plan couldwork.  But mere disputes within the record are not grounds for overturning the decision to denythe Petition.  The record contains ample evidence to support that decision.  A benchmark ofadministrative law for half a century cautions against courts substituting their judgment for thatof the agency. As the Tenth Circuit recently noted, "the ultimate standard of review is a narrowone [and we are] not empowered to substitute [our] judgment for that of the agency." UtahEnvironmental Congress v. Richmond, 483 F.3d 1127, 1134 (10  Cir. 2007) citing Citizens tothPreserve Overton Park v. Volpe, 401 U.S. 402, 416 (1971). Furthermore, the structure andpurpose of the ESA demand that decisions that protect species be given deference over decisionsthat do not. TVA v. Hill, supra. Wyoming wants this Court to substitute its judgment on a rangeof matters - linear vs. logical regression models for pack size, manageability of shiftingboundaries for predator vs. trophy game status, appropriate number of packs in Yellowstone andother areas, use of the predator label as retarding long-term recovery, weight of multiple peerreviews in the delisting process and so forth.  This Court should decline that invitation.  The tug-of-war between the state and federal government over wolf delisting will no doubt continue inthe halls of the Wyoming Legislature and in the press.  But it should not continue in the courts. B.  Wyoming’s Unreasonable Delay Claim Also Fails. Wyoming claims that Service has unreasonably delayed action on its other ESA petitionto amend the Section 10 (j) Regulation governing wolf management. Wyoming Brf. at 15.  Theclaim is styled as a “failure to act” claim under Section 706 (1) of the APA. Wyoming arguesthat this Court must order the Service to act upon Wyoming’s petition to change the 10 (j)
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The so-called “TRAC” factors were first enunciated in Telecommunications Research and11Action Center v. F.C.C. 750 F.2d 70 (D.C.Cir. 1984) and are widely used to assess whetheragency action is unreasonably delayed under 5 U.S.C. §706 (1).-26-

Regulations governing wolves in Wyoming.  It is true that regulations do require the Service toact upon Wyoming’s Petition.  But the Service has not denied its responsibility to act.  So theissue is whether the delay in addressing Wyoming’s Petition is unreasonable.  Wyoming’s claim suffers from two legal deficiencies.  First, the claim is moot.  On July9 , 2007 the Service denied the 10 (j) Petition.  The Service also recently proposed amendmentsthto the 10 (j) regulations. 72 Fed. Reg. 36,942 (July 6, 2007).  Wyoming can participate in thenewly proposed rule-making.  But for purposes of this lawsuit, the Service has acted by first proposing new 10 (j) rules and then denying Wyoming’s 10 (j) Petition.Second, even if  Wyoming’s claim is not moot, its claim fails to justify the “extraordinaryremedy” of “a court-imposed deadline for agency action.” Qwest Comm. Int’l, Inc. v. FCC, 398F.3d 1222, 1238-39 (10th Cir. 2005).  The Tenth Circuit has adopted what are known as the“TRAC” factors , to evaluate whether agency action is unreasonably delayed.  These factors11include: (1) the extent of the delay, (2) the reasonableness of the delay, (3) the consequences ofthe delay, and (4) administrative difficulties pertaining to the agency’s ability to resolve an issue. The Service’s delay is reasonable under these circumstances. Wyoming has filed twoPetitions, one to delist and the other to change the 10 (j) regulation.  The Service first focused onthe delisting petition, a reasonable response given the prior litigation and Wyoming’s proclaimed(but unsubstantiated) urgency in the delisting matter.  The Service began review of Wyoming’s10 (j) Petition in October 2006, after making a formal decision on the delisting petition.  AR15698.   Thus the Service has actually been working for 10 months on the 10 (j) Petition, afterfirst devoting its efforts to Wyoming’s delisting petition. Such delay is much less than delaysthat courts find unreasonable. See e.g.  Qwest, supra., 398 F.3d at 1238-39 (no unreasonabledelay despite nine year delay in agency rulemaking). In addition “the consequences of thedelay,” are not harmful to human health, nor do they impose serious economic harm. Id., citing
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In re International Chemical Workers Union, 958 F.2d 1144 (D.C. Cir 1994) (discussingunreasonable delay in rulemaking involving rules designed to protect human health).  Wolfdepredation is only a small fraction of livestock mortality, and no hard evidence shows thatwolves have significantly harmed Wyoming’s ever-expanding elk populations.  AR 15547-9. Wyoming will not suffer a crisis if the Service takes additional months to respond to Wyoming’s10 (j) Petition, even if this Court finds that the rulemaking discussed above does not provide asufficient administrative remedy. The Service has the discretion to first address the delisting petition, which is subject todiscrete time deadlines.  Wyoming argues that the Service has no discretion to prioritize its workload.  Wyoming Brf. at 17.  Wyoming’s position is directly at odds with the Tenth Circuit’s mostrecent discussion of the matter. Qwest, 398 F.3d at 1239. (“administrative difficulties bearing onthe agency’s ability to resolve an issue” are relevant); See also Cutler v. Hayes, 818 F.2d 879,898 (D.C.Cir. 1986) (discussing factors that make administrative delay unreasonable). C. The Service Does Not Have to Prepare a Supplemental EIS.The Federation adopts and incorporates arguments raised by Respondent and RespondentIntervenors regarding the Supplemental EIS claim. VIII. CONCLUSIONBased on the foregoing, the Petition for Review filed by Wyoming should be denied.Respectfully submitted this 11th day of July, 2007.Attorneys for Defendant-Intervenors Greater YellowstoneCoalition and National Wildlife Federation./s/Leonard R. Carlman         LEONARD R. CARLMAN Hess Carlman & D'Amours, LLC/s/ Jack R. TuholskeJACK R. TUHOLSKE/s/ Thomas M. FranceTHOMAS M. FRANCE 
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